Did you know that a motor vehicle crash is the number one cause of workplace fatalities? Here are a few tips to minimize any motor vehicle injuries and fatalities.

- **Driver Selection** – Hire from a pool of qualified applicants rather than the first one that comes along.
- **Driver Training** – Begin training employees about safety policies and procedures as well as your company’s safety culture.
- **Supervision** – Once trained and on the job, implement an ongoing employee supervision program.
- **Vehicle Maintenance** – Well-maintained vehicles avoid costly down time, accidents, repairs, insurance costs and fines.
- **Include Fleet Safety in Company Safety Program** – Whatever the size and type of your fleet, make sure you address pertinent loss control measures for safeguarding your employees from motor vehicle crashes.
- **Vehicle Occupancy Protection Systems** – Establish and implement a company seat belt policy.
- **Drive Defensively** – Train your drivers to drive defensively and know their crash risk.